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The question of whether to pool two samples in variance estimation is often decided via a
preliminary F test. In this paper we show that the optimal pre-test F value is unity for a onesided alternative, where the objective function is to minimize average relative risk. The outcome
is independent of numbers of degrees of freedom in each sample. Optimal significance levels
vary somewhat but are close to + for most d.f. and equal to : when numerator and denominator
d.f. are equal. The results also apply to regression variance estimation across two data regimes.

1. Introduction
Let Xii (j = 1, 2, . . ., TJ be a random sample of Ti independent
observations
drawn from N(pi, cr:) with unknown
mean pi and variance a?(i = 1, 2). We
consider the problem of estimating a parameter of under the condition that the
second sample of size T, is suspected to have come from the same population
as
the first. Clearly,

sf = ; ,t

(xij--xi)2

LJ-1

(1)

is an unbiased estimator of 0: based on ni( = Ti- 1) degrees of freedom (i - 1, 2).
Let us call s: the never-pool
estimator.
On the other hand, the always-pool
estimator is defined as
2
n,s,+n,$
s2

=
q+n,

.
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When & = af, the always-pool estimator is the appropriate choice of the two
and when the variances are different the pooled estimator is biased. However,
for at least some values of cr: and o& the pooled estimator will have smaller
variance, even though 0: =l=04. In the current problem, however, we assume
no a priori knowledge about homogeneity of the variances.
We first conduct a preliminary test for homogeneity of the variances. The
statistic for the pre-test is s$/s:, which is distributed according to a central
F-distribution with n, and n, degrees of freedom under the null hypothesis.
Assuming that o$ 2 0: allows us to concentrate on the one-tailed test although
the two-tailed test would evoke a similar line of argument. The sequential or
sometimes-pool estimator of 01 is defined as
s2*

=

2
$19

I

S2,

if s,‘/sf 2 I,
if $/ST < 1,

where ;Z is an F-value corresponding to an a-level of significance for the preliminary test.
Bancroft (1944) first deaIt with this problem; he derived the bias and the
variance of S2* and examined the mean square errors of two small sample
cases for various values of L E [0, co]. Paul1 (1950) considered a similar problem
in the context of the analysis of variance; he suggested a strategy in which the
two mean squares are pooled only if their ratio is less than twice the 50 % point.
Carrillo (1969) investigated the sequential problem, based on a pre-test, of
estimating a function of the form 5 = C:=lwi~$, where the wls are known
weights; he derived biases and mean square errors and compared relative efficiencies for several cases of alternative hypotheses, and suggested some applications to survey sampling. In recent years some advances have been made in
choosing some explicit and clear criteria to set optimal levels of significance
for preliminary tests in other contexts. For example, Han and Bancroft (1968),
for the case of pooling two means when variance is unknown, proposed a
procedure to select a significance level which ensures higher relative efficiency
than some preassigned value. Sawa and Hiromatsu (1971), Wallace and Ashar
(1972), Brook (1972), Bock, Yancey and Judge (1973) and others, for the case of
sequential estimation of regression coefficients, have exposed and derived the
implications of such criteria as minimax loss, minimax regret and Bayesian
minimum expected loss.
The main purpose of this paper is to set optimal significance levels for the
preliminary test of variance homogeneity based on a reasonable but tractable
criterion. In section 2 the bias and the mean square error of the sequential
estimator is presented. Relative efficiency of the estimator and determination of
optimal levels of significance for the preliminary test are studied in section 3.
Numerical results are discussed in section 4, followed by some concluding
remarks.
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2. Bias and mean square error

.Following

Bancroft

(1944), the bias of the sequential

estimator

can be written

as

where I,,,,(., .) is the incomplete
beta function,
y0 = n&I/(n,-l-n,M),
and
0 j 6 = a:/& 5 1. Eq. (4) is slightly different from Bancroft’s result because
it is assumed here that a: 2 cr: rather than the reverse. The result may be partly
checked by noting that when 2 = co, i.e., when the two mean squares are always
pooled, y0 becomes 1 and eq. (4) reduces to n,(a: -o:)/(n,
+1z2). Similarly,
when 2 = 0, in which case there is no pooling, y0 becomes 0 and eq. 4 vanishes.
The mean square error of the estimator
S2* is given by
MSE(S2*)
Again, following

MSE(S2*)

= E[(S2*)2]-

Bancroft

[Z?(S2*)12 + [Bias (S2*)]‘.

(5)

(1944), (5) turns out to be

=

(6)
where y0 and 8 are the same as defined before. Again note that the result is
different from Bancroft’s
because we are assuming the opposite alternative,
i.e., cr$ 2 of, In what follows, the mean square error is expressed as a fraction
of a; so that one unknown
parameter is eliminated.
If A-, co, MSE(S2*)/o~
converges
to [(2n, +ni)Q2 -2n~0+n2(n2+2)]/(n,
+n2)2, which is the mean
square error of the always-pool
estimator S2 expressed as a fraction of 0:.
If J-t 0, MSE(S2*)/a:
converges to 2d2/n,, which is the mean square error of
the never-pool estimator sf expressed as a fraction of 0;.
3. Efficiency and an optimality criterion
From the results given above, MSE(s:)/o~
and MSE(S2)/ai
always have two
intersections
with respect to 0 for any values of J. and degrees of freedom, n1 and
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provided that n1n2 -4n, -2n2 P 0. The roots are
8, = [nln,-2/2n,(n,n,+n:+4n,+2n,)]/(n,n2-4n,-2n,),

(7)

e2 = [n,n,+2/2n,(i2,n,+nZ+4n,+2n,)j/(n,n,-4n,-2n,).

(8)

and

It is easily shown that there are two cases: (i) 0 < e1 < 1, 1 < 8,, and (ii)
0 < 8, < 1, f32 < 0. In any case there exists one intersection whose root is
0, E (0, 1).
ALSE(S**)/ai moves depending on two parameters, ,I and 9, for any given
degrees of freedom. As mentioned in section 2, it approaches MSE(sf)/o~ and
MSE(S2)/o$ accordingly as I + 0 and ,I -+ 03, respectively. Also,

MSE(s:)ld,

mln [MSE(dYd MWS2>/4 1 = MsEts2j,o:,

if Osl35,f3,,
if e,z 0 5 1 .
(9)
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Fig. 1. h&SE/a24 for n, = 8 and n2 = 16.
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As illustrated
in fig. 1, there exist some values of A E (0, 2) such that
MSE(S’*)
5 MSE(s:) over all range of 0,O 5 0 5 1. For example, the curve
with 1. = 1.0 dominates not only MSE(s~)/a~ always but also the curves with
1. = 0.05 and 1.05 almost always which also dominate MSE(sf)/o;.
Although
the curve with I = 1.0 does not always dominate MSE(S2)/o& it does so up
to some value of 0 around 0.08. For the values of /I 2 2.0, the larger the value
of I., the greater the area represented
by the two curves, min[MSE(sf)/o:,
MSE(S2);‘a~] and MSE(S2*)/oi.
These facts indicate that some value of /I around
1.0 would be a reasonable choice for the pre-test. In what follows, we will set
an explicit optimality criterion which is reasonable and computationally
tractable for choosing 2. In particular, we will analytically show that ,J = 1.O actually
satisfies the optimality criterion not only for the above special case but also in
general.
First, define the efficiency of the sequential estimator with respect to the
always-pool and the never-pool estimators expressed as a fraction of G: as
min [MSE(sf),
Fig. 2 exhibits
rnin

MSE(S’)]

the relative

- MSE(S’*).

efficiency

(10)

for the same special

case as in fig. J,

[MSE (sf), MSE (!Y)J/hlSE (S**)

.l

.2

Fig. 2. Relative
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1.0

for n, = 8, nz = 16.
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as the ratio
min [MSE(s:),

MSE(S2)]/MSE(S’*),

instead of the difference between the numerator and the denominator
like (10).
It also indicates that 1, = 1.0 gives higher relative efficiency than others over
fairly broad range of 0.
Our decision criterion for choosing ;1 is to maximize the efficiency over the
whole range of 8, i.e.,
m;x G(I) = m;x 1: {min[MSE(sf),

MSE(S2)]-

MSE(S2*)}

de. (1 I)

Note that this is equivalent to maximizing the average efficiency provided
the prior distribution
of 8 is diffuse,l G(A) can be rewritten as

that

s
01

G(A)

=

[MSE(s:)- A4SE(S2*)]dt?

0

’ [MSE(S2)- MSE(S2*)] d0

+

81

r[i

2n, + ni

1

=

. 0,

h+f12)2

n,h2+2)

-(n,+n2)z

-2

(p'111

2n ;
(n,+n2)2

nz(n2+2)
o+(n,+n2)2

1
do

f,o(F+T
;)] de.

‘If we have a priori information about the distribution of 0, we can of course obtain different
optimal significance levels from the ones stated below. For a related discussion in pooling
means using prior information, see Han and Bancroft (1968). Also note that {d* 1max G(A*)} =
{12*1min H(d*)}, where H(1) is the area under the curve represented by MSE(S**)/oz4.
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Using integrations
by parts and making
the contracted form of G(I,), which is
-2

771

substitutions,

(MI;)-&

+‘$$$j
(l-W+
1

x

necessary
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we obtain

(l-0:)
2

77&r -I-2)(277, +72*)
(+-)

3,’

+&++2)

1

+7~~(~~+2)(7?~+4)(3i,77,+3izn2-21Z~-~,)
33”377,(7?,

x1a[++3,h+)+

-2)(n,

+77,)2

“:(“2+2)(‘1zf4)(2-3~)
3L377,(77,-i- 7?&77~-4)(77, -2)

+L_(!$+3,2-2).
The reader may refer to an appendix
expression for G(n).
After some calculations we find

dG(4
-d2

=
I.=1

for the algebra

(12’)
resulting

in the above

0,

(13)

which shows that the necessary condition
for the maximum is attained when
;? = 1. To assure the sufficiency and the uniqueness of the maximum, we have
conducted
iterative computations
of G(A) for various degrees of freedom,
beginning from 1 = 1.00 and giving increments by +O.Ol for each case.
4. Type one errors of the optimal pre-test and average maximum efficiencies
In the preceding

section

it was shown

that

maximizing

relative

average
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efficiency of a pre-test estimator of a variance leads to a critical value of unity
for the preliminary
test; i.e., A = 1. Table 1 gives the corresponding
values for
type one error (say a*) and values of the maximum average efficiency, G(l),
for selected n, and n2. For instance, if n, = 24 and n, = 8, A = 1 implies a type
one error for the pre-test of CI* = 0.539. The corresponding
maximum average
efficiency is 1.01 x lo- 3.
The table shows stable values for a* over substantial variation in n, and n2,
the optimal significance level is always +. Other X* values vary from about 0.4
to 0.6. For n, > n,, the optimal levels are greater than 2 and the reverse is true
for n, < n2.
No doubt there exist continuous
weight function
estimators
(of the test
statistic) which dominate the pre-test estimator for any choice of critical value
for the pre-test. However, for those who continue to prefer pre-testing procedures
for whatever reasons, it is interesting that there exists a unique value of a that
minimizes
relative risk averaged over the range of the nuisance parameter,
regardless of degrees of freedom. Since the results given here are in a sense
the best one can do in pre-test estimation for variances, they at least provide a
benchmark for evaluating the benefit; of Stein type estimation in such cases.
The results given hr re apply directly to estimating regression variances across
two data sets. For regression variances, the n,, 122 in table 1 would refer to
degrees of freedom in the two regressions.
Table 1

Values of a* and G(1).

n’

\

\

8

16

24

60

120

‘\__~~

nz
_
2

u*
G(1)

0.590
6.86 x lo- 3

0.610
1.96x lO-3

0.617
9.15 x lo- 4

0.626
l.55x1o-4

0.629
3.96 x lo- 5

4

a*
G(l)

0.539
6.79 x lo- 3

0.564
2.17x 1O-3

0.573
1.06~10-~

0.585
1.90x 1o-4

0.590
4.95 x lo- 5

8

a*
G(1)

0.500
4.95 x lo- 3

0.527
1.91 x lo- 3

0.539
1.01 x10-3

0.554
2.04x lo-“

0.560
5.56 x lo- 5

16

a*
G(l)

0.473
1.71 x lo- 3

0.500
1.06~10-~

0.512
6.69 x lo- 4

0.531
1.74x lo-‘+

0.538
5.25 x lo- ’

24

a*
G(l)

0.488
3.45 x 1o-4

0.500
3.31 x lo- 4

0.520
1.27 x lO-4

0.528
4.35 x lo- 5

0.461
-3.49x
10-d
0.446
-4.18x10-”

0.469
-1.33~10-~

0.481
-55.99x1O-4

0.500
-6.14~10-~

0.510
-22.90~10-~

0.440
-5.98~10-~

0.462
-2.28~10-~

0.472
-1.21-3

0.490
-2.39x
10-d

0.500
-5.86x
lo- 5
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Appendix
Finding

G(A) requires
Ai =

evaluation

of an integral

Ji OiZyo(~,
p) dCI,

where lY,,(s(, /I) is the incomplete
Integrating by parts,

of the form

i = 0, 1, 2,

beta function

(A.11

and y, = n,lO/(n,

+M&?).

(A.21
where x0 = n&n,
But

+n,E.).

I;&% B) =

T(x+P)
r(a>r(p>

a-1

Y.

(1-YoY-l

Ai =

g

3

0

.

1
(A.3)
Hence,

xI&+i+

1, p-i-

1)

1,

(A.4)

for i = 0, 1, 2. Substituting
this result into eq. (12) in the text and collecting
terms yields the equation for G(A).
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